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The starting point of the present paper is the simple observation 
"L' >.'.. ·1,.1 element a of a convex set K is an extreme point of K if and 
Ok :,· ::a (K - a) ('i (K - c'3.) :::: 1_o \ Forming the polar set of each side of 
1;;. " equation we g<3t criteria for ;.] to be an extreme point of K • Theorems 
'his kind were first proved by R.C. Budk ((5)) and la.ter proved in a 
•,:.·.:,·•J general setting by R.R. Phelps ((6)) • OU!' method of proof is some-
,,,,.,c<=•t different, and also permits us to prove similar characte:rilzations df 
t~:'!. 8trict extreme points and of the exposed points of K \see the defini-· 
tions following (3 .. 1) &'1.d (3 .2) ) • vie give in section 5 a proof of the 
main result of Buck and Phelps. In the conclu:iing section we show how some 
• 
of our results are relai:.,Jd to a recent theorem of Herve ( (7)) • 
In our setting we a·ce g:i.ven tv-ro real vector spaces E and F with 2. 
dual pairing < ' ) • This notion is studied in ((2)) and we shall 
follow th~ terminology of this book. For instance, if A c E 
0 • ) the p o 1 a !' set of A , is defined by A == t._y~ F: (x,y 
1.Ve also mention that the lv'fackey-topology in E is denoted 
0 then A , 
L / -b' A1 
-:: ,!1x€= J• 
is the strongest locally convex topology in E with F as the dual space. 
Unless otherwise stated, topologic~l notions refer to the weak topologies 
in E and F • 
2.1. Lemma • Let A and B be closed, convex subsets of E , 
both containing 0 o Then 
AnB == {o} 
if and only if A0 + B0 is dense in F • 
If, in addition, A is compact, then (2.2) is valid if and only if 
A0 + B0 == F o 
P r o o f • Using the bi-polarity theorem (see e.g. ((2, p. 52)) ) 
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FS conclude tha,t (2.2) is valid if and only if 
Ir LS furthermore Y.novm (loc. cit.) that (A f'l B) 0 is the closed convex 
Hence (2.4) rnearw tha.t the convex hull of 0 0 A _j B 
, c. :;;. dense subset of F • Now we have 
h1<;;refore the convex hull of A0 v B0 is clense in F if and only if 
A0 + B0 is dense in F • This proves the first part of the lenrrna. 
If A is compact, then it follows from Nackey'is theorem ((2, P• 68)) 
that A 0 is a convex zo:r-o-neighbourhood in the Hackey-topology ~"( (F ,E) • 
It is then an elementary fact ( ( 1, p. 51)) that the convex set A 0 + B0 
is a "t -dense suboet of F if a.Yld only if A0 + B0 :::: F • Since a convex 
set in F is 't -dense if and only if it is weakly dense, the proof is 
finished. 
Let K be a clo;..;ed, convex subset of E , Lnd let c.~ k K s As 
usual, a is called a..1 extreme point of K if a is not the midpoint of 
~ line segment contained in K • This means that 
(3 .1) (K - a) rl (a - K) {o} 
\'le say that a is an e x p o s e d point of K if there exists a y 
in F such that 
, \:;/ x f:- K \.. { a1 
Thus a is a..1 exposed point if and only if for some y in F , 
(J.2) (K- a)n 
Finally, a is called a s t r i c t extreme point, a property between 
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·L:-~at. of being extreme and exposed: if for any ~ there exists 
•. irt F such that 
: _) o.3) 
T':<.':Og the separation theorem fo1 convex sets: we gat that (.3.3) is equi-
••<Lent with 
V ~(K- a) 
),)0 
Hence a is a strict extreme point of K if and only if 
(a - K) I\ V >.(K - a) = 
).>O 
{o 1 
We are now ready to apply Lemma. 2.1. We could state a nore general 
theorem, assuming orly that K is closed, but we prefer to restrict our-
selves to the case where K is compact. 
3.5. T h ~ o r e m • Assume that K is compact and let a E K o 
Then 
(i) a is an extreme point of K if and only if 
(3.6) (K- a) 0 - (K- a) 0 = F 
(ii) a is a strict extreme point of K if and only if 
(K - a) 0 - Il>. (K - a) 0 = F 
). >0 
(iii) a is an exposed point of K if and only if there exists a y E F 
such that 
(3.8) (K- a) 0 + {~y :A~ ol = F 
P r o o f o Applying Lenma 2.1 and (3. 1) , (3 .2) and (3 .4) the 
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C>:J.ly thing to prove is that 
' •. c ')) 
..___... . ' .· .. 0 ( U >-- (K -- a.)) ~ 
A>O 
c.r::'. that 
::J.10) {x 
(\A.(K- a.)o 
A.> 0 
(3.9) expresses a well known fact about polar sets. To prove (3.10) we 
have only to cbserve that if z {" F has the property that ( x,y) .G: 0 
implies <x,z) ~ 1 , then y-1 ( 0) C: z - 1 (0) and therefore z = >-. y with 
)\~0 
4. In this section we assume that P is a convex cone in F , with a 
non-empty interior with respect to 1((F,E) and with zero as a vertex. 
Furthermore, let e E int .P • Define 
(4.1) Q = {x f E -x.f P0 '?.£ (x,e) = 1 } 
Hence x ~ E belongs to Q if and only if 
(x,c) = 1 and 
It is known ((J)) that Q is compact. 
4.3. L e m m a • Let x E Q • Then 
0 
\" } - . -1( ) 
-""'R -Pnx 1 
0 
P r o o f • Let y E (Q - x ) 0 , and put 
0 
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T~~en we have (x0 ,p) = 1 • I claim that p E P , a.."'1d to prove this, it 
_,f. =1ccording to the bi-polBrity theorems .sufficient to prc:ve that (x,p)~ 0 
iri'· i • .c.ver x E Q • Chnose :x .~ Q • Then 
= 1- (x-x ,y).3 0 0 
" lesired. The rest of the proof is readily finished. 
Somewhat misleading we shall say that an element of Q is A p o s i -
L i v e n o r m a l i z e d linear functional (·~Jith respect to P ) 
and w-e shall call an extreme point C3f Q for an e x t r e m e P'')sitive 
linear functional. 
Theorem. Let x be a p0~itive normalized linear func-
tional. Then x is an extreme p~sitive linear functional if and only if 
F 
P r o o f " Applying L~na 4.3 and Theorem 3.5 (i), we have only to 
sho-w- that if 
then (4.5) is valid. Let y ~ F be given. Then 
2 ;l = :>.e+p-q where - 1 p,q E P n x- ( 1) 
Since e E int.P , it is a well known fact ((1, p. 51)) that 
He + p) , -~(e + q) 'f P • Hence 
>. 
Y = 2 e + !Ce + p) - !Ce + q) 
belongs to the right hand side of (4.5) • 
Remark. We infer from the Y..rein-Hilman theorem that there 
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"'1~ys exists an x in E such that (4.5) is satisfied. 
Example. We n~w aosume that P gives rise t~ a latttce 
Oi' .,:~~ing in F • It is then known that a positive~ normalized line~ func-
t5 .. v\l x is extreme if and only if x-1(o) is a 1 at t i c e ideal, 
l·;'c•:'_ ~h means that y E x - 1 ( 0) implies \y\ ~ x-1(o) (see e.g. ((4)) ). 
)_>.~s result follovr'> fr(}m Theorem 4.4 as follows: Assume that x is eA.rtreme 
c-c~.n<cl choose y ~ :x:-1(o) • Then we h:we y = p- q ~ with PA E- P 0f x-1(1) • 
+ -Furthermore y = y - y andsince p,qEP weget y+~p,y-fq 
Ther<:')fore a.nd ~ 1 0 From this 
we conclude that z / + ~ 0 --. ',x,y + y ) = (x, I yl) ~ 2 • Choosing 
instead of y ~oJith A real we: get 0 :S. (x.:~ !>.y\) = \.A\ (x, \ y\) ~ 2 
and therefore <x, ! yl) = 0 X -1 (0) Assume conversely that is a 
lattice-ideal. Let y 1 f F be given. Then y = y 1 
and also y +, y- ~ x - 1 ( 0) • 
/ ' ~ -1 (0) 
,x,y1/et:x 
Hence j ' E- -1 (0) l y I - X 
-
+ y + e ~ y + e Since 
we have proved (4.5) , and so x is extreme. 
Therefore 
' 
5· In this section W3 establish the connection with the results of 
Buck and Phelps. 
Let C b~:: a convex 'i'iero-neighbourhood with respect to '\ (F ,E) • Then 
C0 is weakly compact ((2, p. 65)) • Hence we can apply Theorem 3.5. Fc::>r 
this purpose we are going to characterize the set (C0 - x) 0 • In order to 
do this we need to introduce the g a u g e - f u n c t i o n PC of C , 
defined as 
. ~ J \' lni . /' / 
._ 
0 
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Eince 0 is an interior point of C , we have 
Th~.s follows from the fact that if y E: C and 0 < .. \ < 1 , then .\ y E C • 
l'> ::~lso need the s u p p o r t - f u n c t i o n hM of a bounied sub-
E:d-, M in E • Vve define 
hM(y) = sup. t (x,y) 
The fundamental result connecting these two concepts is the following equal-
ity ((2, P• 58 Exc. 5)) 
P_ = h o 
c 6 
5. 3 • D e f i n i t i o n • For )\ real and x in E we put 
( 5. 5) 
C(x,A) = .~ y p_.(y).S' /\ + <x,y) } 
c 
Lemma. Let x " E • Then 
(C0 - x) 0 = C(x,1) 
P r o o f • Applying (5.1) and (5.2) we get that y belongs to 
C(x,1) if and only if 
sup { < z,y) 
This means that 
< z - x,y) { 1 , V z ~ C0 
and, by definition) this is equivalent with y E (C0 - x) 0 • 
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Referring to Theorem 3.5 and Le~~a 5.4 we obtain 
Theorem. (R.C. Buck and R.R. Phelps.) Let C be &~. 
cc<Yex zero-neighbourhood with respect to 
e.z:t.reme point of C0 if and only if 
'Y (F ,E) • Then x E C0 is an 
F 
1i'Je can in a similar way chm-acterize the strict extre:tne points and the 
exposed points of C0 • 
T h e o r e m • Let C be a convex zero-neighbourhood with 
respect to ~r(F,E) , and let x E C0 • Then 
(i) x is a strict extrene point of C0 if and only if 
F = C(x,1)- C(x,O) 
(ii) x is an exposed point of 
such that 
F = C(x, 1) + 
if and only if there exists 
l 0 .. 
..i 0 
y E: 
0 
F 
P r o o f • Applying Theorem 3.5, the only thing we have to prove is 
that 
and this equality follows readily from Lemma 5.4. 
6. A p p l i c a t i o n • We now want to show how Theorem 4.4 is 
related to a theorem of Herve" ( (7)) • We assu'ne that F is a linear sub-
space of C(T) , the space of all real continuous functions on a compact 
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Epace T • lie also e.ssunie that F' contaitis the identity function e • 
F' +.hermo!:'e~ p is the set of all nQn~nagative functions in F ~ and E 
::< .. cc t,he dual space of F when F is equipped with the uniform norm topologyo 
We recall that a l i n e :1. r s u b l a t t i c e of C(T) is a 
linear subspace L such that l ~ L ~~plies that \1\ ~ L . 
Theorem. Let t E T and let V be the closed ~e~r 
sublattice generated by F • Then the positive functional 
t y ~ y(t) ' "\/ y t:. F 
is an extreme functional if and only if 
(6.2) g(t) = inf .i p(t) 
L 
P r o :> f • It follr.w~ immediately from Theorem '+·4 that the condition 
(6.2) is sufficiento To prove th&t it is necessa.ry~ we define G a.t::S the 
set of all g in C(T) such that 
pf F & p~ I g- g(t)e)} 
We are through if we can prove that V is contnined in G • It is 
plain that G is a linear space, and si~ce 
j I gj lg(t)! e I ~ I g - g(t)e! 
we cnn conclude that G is ~ linegr lattice. We claim that G is closed 
under uniform convergence. Indeed, let ~ gn "' go , ,irhere gn f G • Let 
k> 0 be given. 1-~Je can find Pn ~ F such that \ g - g ( t)e l ~ Pn n . n 
and such that p (t) ~ E Choose such that \ gn - go\ .(_ E . n - G n 3 ...... 3 
We then get g (t) \~ 2 Since 2 E= F and g - • e -tc .;. pn . -te + p 0 0 3 3 n 
, we infere that g E:. G 
0 
Finally, F is contained in 
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G • Because~ let y IC F be given. According to Theorem 4.4, we can find$ 
f.: · any £. '> 0 , element c p ~ q in P such that 
'--1 
'--" y- £ 1 ey(t) = p- q ' and p(t) = q(t) = 1 
TbGrefore 
t_ (p + q) C:: F and ~':.(p + q)(t) 
HencP. y E: G • Therefore V C G , as wa;:; to be proved. 
Using Stone 9 s approximation theorem for a linear sublattice of C(T) , 
we get 
6.3. C o r o l l a r y • (M. Herve). Assume that F sepa.rates the 
points of T • Then t is an extreme functior.al if and only if 
g(t) = inf (p(t) V g E C(T) 
((;!.)) 
( U)) 
( (4)) 
((5)) 
((6)) 
((7)) 
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